How Does Argentina’s Largest Agriculture Cooperative Sow Sustainability?

Managing more than 17% of the total grain production in Argentina

Asociacion de Cooperativas Argentinas CL, also known as the Argentine Cooperatives Association (ACA), strives to serve the Argentinean farmer. As the largest group of grain operators in the country, ACA helps agricultural producers create value in a competitive yet sustainable way. Transparency, respect, honesty, tolerance, and ethical responsibility are at the heart of everything the cooperative does. So ACA needed equally committed technology services to support its largest goal – developing and spreading its cooperative system as a leader in agribusiness. This began with migration assistance for SAP S/4HANA® and SAP Fiori® apps.
ACA strategically prepared for a smooth ERP revamp and future solution implementations to support Argentine agriculture.

ACA turned to SAP® Enterprise Support services to guide the conversion to SAP S/4HANA® and the implementation of SAP Fiori® apps. With best-in-class support, the agriculture cooperative was able to:

• Meet the tight eight-month go-live schedule for a 20% increase in business productivity, 15% decrease in end-user issues, and 35% faster reporting
• Safeguard the conversion from the SAP ERP application to SAP S/4HANA through continuous quality checks, enabling the future rollout of solutions including SAP SuccessFactors® solutions
• Gain tailored insight into which business scenarios from SAP S/4HANA are the most relevant
• Interact directly with technology experts through value maps for SAP S/4HANA
• Explore the most relevant SAP Fiori apps with the SAP Innovation and Optimization Pathfinder service and implement them using value maps for digital innovation
• Benefit from tutorials, best practices, and meet-the-expert sessions from the SAP Enterprise Support Academy program that empowered analytics for SAP S/4HANA and the configuration of SAP Fiori apps

“SAP Enterprise Support provided the tools to help ensure a smooth, on-time go-live. And from the beginning, value maps for SAP S/4HANA and digital innovation helped us prepare ourselves for our ERP conversion project. Now, we feel empowered to make the most of our new SAP solution.”

Pedro Latini, IT Manager, Asociacion de Cooperativas Argentinas CL (ACA)
Asociacion de Cooperativas Argentinas CL, or the Argentine Cooperatives Association, used the following SAP® solutions and services to become empowered and safeguard the go-live of its new ERP conversion:

- SAP S/4HANA®
- SAP Fiori® apps
- SAP Innovation and Optimization Pathfinder service
- Business scenario recommendations for SAP S/4HANA
- SAP Enterprise Support value maps
- SAP Enterprise Support Academy program
- Continuous quality checks for implementation, going-live support, upgrade, and SAP OS/DB Migration Check